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Filming the Fantastic:  A Guide to Visual Effects CinematographyFocal Press, 2007
Reveals industry secrets for producing professional special effects!     

       Don't waste valuable time and budget fixing your footage in post!  Shoot the effects you want effectively and creatively the first time.

This full-color step-by step guide to visual effects cinematography empowers you to plan out and execute...
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Sophia Loren: Moulding the StarIntellect, 2009

	
		
			In films from Houseboat to The Millionairess to Two Women, Sophia Loren established herself as an actress whose stardom spanned Italy, Europe, and finally Hollywood. Hers was a highly original rise to fame for a European film actress, and in Sophia Loren, Pauline Small highlights a unique career which transcended...
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Deploying LINUX on the DesktopDigital Press, 2005
Covering Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 and 4, SuSE Enterprise Linux 9, and Mandrake Linux, this book provides the necessary tools that will allow its readers to use Linux within a Microsoft-centric network environment. It is an invaluable reference regarding the creation of an integrated Linux corporate desktop!

Looking at the world of the...
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Flesh Wounds: The Culture of Cosmetic SurgeryUniversity of California Press, 2003
"An impressive book. An important book."--Jamie Lee Curtis

"I blame mirrors. If it weren't for them we wouldn't need plastic surgeons. In the meantime, anyone tempted to re-shape face, body and mind by means of knife should first read Blum's intelligent, persuasive and absorbing book. Both enticed and alarmed, the reader...
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Starlight: An Introduction to Stellar Physics for Amateurs (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2009
This is a book about the physics of stars and starlight. The story of starlight is truly fascinating. Astronomers analyze and interpret the light from stars using photometry and spectroscopy, then inspirational detective work combines with the laws of physics to reveal the temperatures, masses, luminosities and outer structure of these far away...
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University Calculus, Early Transcendentals (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011

	University Calculus, Early Transcendentals, Second Edition helps readers successfully generalize and apply the key ideas of calculus through clear and precise explanations, clean design, thoughtfully chosen examples, and superior exercise sets. This text offers the right mix of basic, conceptual, and challenging...
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The Sci-Fi Movie Guide: The Universe of Film from Alien to ZardozVisible Ink Press, 2014

	Once upon a time, science fiction was only in the future. It was the stuff of drive-ins and cheap double-bills. Then, with the ever-increasing rush of new, society-altering technologies, science fiction pushed its way to the present, and it busted out of the genre ghetto of science fiction and barged its way into the mainstream. What used...
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KD: Kevin Durant's Relentless Pursuit to Be the GreatestAtria Books, 2019

	Golden State Warriors insider and bestselling author Marcus Thompson delivers the definitive biography of one of the most extraordinary basketball players in NBA history—Kevin Durant. 

	

	The NBA has never seen a player quite like Kevin Durant. Larry Bird wasn’t as quick, Magic Johnson didn’t have such...
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How to Recruit and Hire Great Software Engineers: Building a Crack Development TeamApress, 2012

	Want a great software development team? Look no further. How to Recruit and Hire Great Software Engineers: Building a Crack Development Team is a field guide and instruction manual for finding and hiring excellent engineers that fit your team, drive your success, and provide you with a competitive advantage. Focusing on proven...
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Imaging: Upper Extremity, An Issue of Clinics in Sports Medicine, 1e (The Clinics: Orthopedics)Saunders, 2006

	When sports medicine physicians need another set of eyes to diagnose an elusive condition, like a stress fracture or a neuropathy, medical imaging can help confirm or rule-out a diagnosis. The next two issues of Clinics in Sports Medicine are dedicated to Imaging - Upper and Lower Extremities - respectively. Tim Sanders, MD examines...
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The Data Warehouse Toolkit: The Definitive Guide to Dimensional ModelingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Updated new edition of Ralph Kimball's groundbreaking book on dimensional modeling for data warehousing and business intelligence!


	The first edition of Ralph Kimball's The Data Warehouse Toolkit introduced the industry to dimensional modeling, and now his books are considered the most authoritative...
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Battling for Competitive AdvantageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Business as War
"Kenneth Allard has provided a tremendous public service with his superb book, Business as War: Battling for Competitive Advantage. Colonel Allard demonstrates the thoughtful and balanced thinking that made him such an effective intelligence officer. Ken Allard also systematically unravels and explains the...
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